
Expressions  and 
Variables

Lesson 1.1



I can evaluate and write variable 
expressions.



Vocabulary
1.) numerical Expression-consists of numbers and

 operations. Ex:  4 + 3 or 2 • 9
2.)  variable-is a letter used to represent one or more 
numbers. Ex: x or n
3.)  variable expression-made up of numbers, operations, 
and variables. Ex:  4d or 3x + 5
4.)  algebraic expressions-a math sentence with no equal 
sign but contains variables. Ex: 2a
5.)  evaluate-a variable expression, substitute a number 
for each variable and evaluate the resulting numerical 
expression. 



Evaluating a Variable Expression

Example 2:

Evaluate the Expression x + y  when x = 10 
and y = 4.

Solution

Example 1:

Evaluate the Expression 4d when d = 120.

Solution



 

 

 

 

 

Ways to write multiplication
1.)  Multiplication x  3 x 4 = 12
      (We try to not use this one so much any more!)

2.)  Multiplication dot  3 • 4 = 12

3.)  Parentheses  3(4)=12  5( x + 2)

4.)  No symbol at all!   6a  stv
      (This is used when we have numbers and variables 
       or all variables.)



Your Turn!
Evaluate the expression when  x = 9, y = 3, and z = 12.

1.)  17 - x

2.)  8y

3.)  z - y

4.)  z/y

      



Translating word phrases into expressions.

WHY?  When solving real-world problems, you will need to translate words, or verbal 
expressions, into algebraic expressions.

Common Words and Phrases that Indicate Operations
Addition  Subtraction  Multiplication  Division
plus minus times divided by
the sum of the difference of the product of divided into
increased by decreased by multiplied by the quotient of
total fewer than of
more than less than
added to subtracted from



To translate verbal phrases...
 1.  choose a variable 
 2.  choose a quantity for the variable to represent

Examples:
 Translate each phrase into an algebraic expression.
words:     four inches taller than Lori's height
variable:   let h represent Lori's height

expression:  four inches taller than Lori's height
        4           +      reversal      h
                              h + 4
Your turn:
words:   the difference of sixty and a number
variable: expression:



Example:
You plan to divide the 120 players in a baseball league into teams with the same 
number of players.  Use an expression for the number of teams if you know the 
number of players on each team.

Solution:
Let p represent the number of players on each team.  The word divide indicates 
division.

Number of teams = Number of Players in League ÷ Numbers of Players on each team
Number of teams = 120 ÷ n

  



Write a numerical expression for each verbal phrase.

1.)  the product of 12 and 5

2.)  the difference of 6 and 2

3.)  six less than 15

4.)  the quotient of 36 and 9

5.)  45 increased by 12


